The abundance, and complexity, of paper documentation that is used throughout the transportation and logistics industry is a point of weakness. It unavoidably causes inaccuracies, delays, unnecessary cost increases, and disturbance of downstream processes. Automating and streamlining the handling and processing of shipping documentation delivers meaningful gains: significantly expediting processes, reducing inaccuracies across documentation, increasing traceability and transparency for all stakeholders, increasing customer satisfaction, and providing more digital data for analytics and decision-making.

ABBYY’s best-in-class low-code / no-code intelligent document processing (IDP) solutions deliver pre-trained AI models (document skills) and machine learning for data extraction, validation, and automated exception handling. With ABBYY IDP, citizen developers can automate paper-based processes in transportation within hours and pass accurate data to transportation management, customs automation, and other industry-specific systems using simple API and pre-built connectors.

Select pre-trained document skill and get started today

1. **Air Waybill**
   Extract and verify key data from air waybills to expedite the clearance of air shipments from gate to gate.

2. **Arrival Notice**
   Extract key data about the whereabouts of import shipments to expedite clearance and ensure smooth transition from the arrival port to their final destination.

3. **Bill of Lading**
   Expedite shipments and delivery by validating international Bill of Lading documents in multiple languages, conforming to origin and destination requirements.

4. **Commercial Invoice**
   Extract, validate, and deliver required customs and payment terms from this required shipping document to clear shipments faster and streamline payments.

5. **Customs Declaration**
   Clear customs faster by having the right data in order on the declaration form. Bypass the complexity of local customs variations with this pre-built and quickly adaptable skill.

Get skills in the ABBYY Marketplace

ABBYY Vantage document skills provide a quick-start basis for conducting proof of concept and automating document-centric processes using pre-trained AI models that are readily available in the ABBYY Marketplace. See all skills available at marketplace.abbyy.com
6 **Certificate of Origin**
Verify the original sources of the contents of shipments with this pre-packaged document skill that adapts easily to complexity and declarations standards across national borders.

7 **Delivery Note**
Accelerate order-to-cash and procure-to-pay processing with this proof of delivery notification.

8 **Dangerous Goods Declaration**
Instantly meet this requirement for shipments containing hazardous or potentially dangerous materials, whether transporting them domestically or internationally.

9 **International Consignment Note (CMR)**
Extract and verify key data from CMR documents to expedite customs clearance procedures of goods transported via road and provide transparency and traceability to all parties involved.

10 **Packing List**
Extract shipment details and match against commercial invoice data to expedite BoL creation and customs clearance, efficiently manage inventory, and provide end-to-end transparency.

11 **Sea Waybill**
Extract and verify key data from sea waybills to expedite the clearance of sea shipments and facilitate transparency and traceability.

---

**Intelligent document processing from ABBYY**

ABBYY Vantage is an AI-based, cloud-native intelligent document processing (IDP) platform that provides cognitive services and trained skills to understand business documents and extract meaning and insights in a human-like manner. With its low-code capabilities, Vantage empowers citizen developers to accelerate business process automation across multiple departments and processes in a fast, reliable, and simple way, making immediate impact on business results, customer experience, and ultimately competitiveness.